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source of this email and know the content is safe.

From: Hopkins, Jade
To: foil
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Hydrant Flow Data Request - SONWIL DISTRIBUTION CENTER INC
Date: Wednesday, July 26, 2023 9:35:48 AM

Good Morning,

I am looking for a Hydrant Flow test or any water supply information within a mile radius of: 4900
North America Dr, West Seneca, NY 14424. This is for insurance purposes only. I am not looking for a
new test to be completed unless the test is free.  The data I need is:

Static Residual Total GPM Flow Location Date

Please let me know if there is any data for this location or if there is another person I should reach
out to.

Thank you,

Jade Hopkins
Loss Control Admin Support II
The Cincinnati Insurance Company
6200 South Gilmore Rd, Fairfield, OH 45014
T: 513-973-3089
Email: jade_hopkins@cinfin.com 

Confidentiality notice: The information included in this email, including any attachments, is for the
sole use of the intended recipient and may contain information that is confidential and protected.
Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, distribution or similar action is prohibited. If you are not
the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete all copies of the original message
immediately. For additional information on our privacy policies, including state specific information,
please visit our privacy policy.

Our loss control service is advisory only, and should not be interpreted as legal advice.  We
assume no responsibility for management or control of customer loss control activities nor for
implementation of recommended corrective measures. This correspondence, and any
recommendations it contains, is based on information supplied by the customer and/or
observations of conditions and practices at the time of the visit (if a visit was made). We do not
warrant to have identified all hazards. We do not warrant that requirements of any federal, state
or local law, regulation or ordinance have or have not been met, nor that compliance with any or
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all of the recommendations stated herein will guarantee coverage under any specific factual
scenario.
 
 


